External calcium inhibits the efflux of calcium from isolated retinal rod outer segment disks.
Increasing the concentration of calcium in the external buffer flowing past isolated, intact bovine retinal rod outer segment disks immobilized in a flow system reduced the rate of radioactive calcium efflux from within the disks in the dark. We interpret these results as extradiskal calcium acting at an inhibitory binding site to block the calcium efflux. A Scatchard analysis of the external calcium dependence of the efflux yields an apparent dissociation constant of 50 microM, which further suggests that the inhibition is mediated by a specific membrane binding site. The observed inhibition of calcium efflux may represent a functional role for the high-affinity calcium binding site which has been identified by others in previous physical studies of the disk membrane. This external calcium inhibited permeability may explain some of the discrepancies in the reported calcium transport properties of disks. Variations in the external calcium concentration may alter the calcium content of isolated disks, thereby indirectly affecting other transport functions including the measured light-induced release of calcium. No evidence was found for either Na/Ca or Ca/Ca exchange processes across the disk membrane. Lanthanum was even more effective than calcium in inhibiting calcium efflux in the dark. Neither lanthanum nor calcium inhibited the light-induced efflux of calcium from disks, which implies either that light and extradiskal calcium regulate separate permeability processes in the disk membrane or that light greatly reduces the affinity of the inhibitory site for calcium and lanthanum.